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Lynch syndrome diagnosis 
The suspect of LS used to be based on clinico-pathologic features (Amsterdam criteria 1990 and Bethesda criteria 1997). However, 
they are limited in their practical use due to their complexity and to the frequent lack of a complete family history. These criteria 
fail to recognize LS in approximately 25% of cases (Giardiello, Am J Gastroenterol 2014). Therefore, universal screening of LS 
through the identification of MMR deficiency in the tumor tissue of all new CRC cases has been proposed (Sepulveda, JCO 2017; 
NICE 2017). 
Lynch syndrome universal screening algorithm 
The universal screening for Lynch syndrome on tumor tissue includes either an immunohistochemistry (IHC) test for the evaluation 
of the loss of expression of the proteins encoded by the MMR genes, or a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test for MSI (Sepulveda, 
JCO 2017; NICE 2017). IHC is to be preferred over the MSI PCR test since it is cheaper and more widely available; it is also more 
informative, since it is capable of distinguishing which of the 4 genes is involved (Zhang, World J Gastrointest Oncol 2013).  
Genetic counseling is always recommended in case of loss of expression of one of the proteins encoded by the MSH2, MSH6 or 
PMS2 genes. The most critical issue is how to manage patients with loss of expression of the protein encoded by the MLH1 gene 
(approximately 80% of all MMR deficient cases). Most of these patients do not have a germ-line mutation (Hampel, JCO 2008), but 
rather a loss of expression due to epigenetic methylation of the MLH1 promoter. Moreover, CRCs in LS carriers never display a 
BRAFV600E mutation (BRAFmut) (Sepulveda, JCO 2017; NICE 2017). Therefore, in case of MLH1 loss, genetic counseling is 
recommended only in BRAF wild-type patients with no hypermethylation of the MLH1 promoter (reflex testing). 
 ‘Mainstreaming’ 
In the literature, incorporating genetic testing in standard medical care has been termed the “mainstreaming” of genetic testing 
and has been successfully trialed with ovarian cancer patients for BRCA testing in Hereditary Breast-Ovarian Cancer (George A et al, 
2016). In order to maximize availability, utility and equity of access to genetic testing for LS, all patients found to be at risk for LS by 
reflex testing could be offered genetic testing by oncologists. Recent data show that oncologist-led mutation testing can facilitate 
more widespread cancer genetic testing, shortening testing turnaround times, while also contributing to address capacity issues 
faced by specialist genetics services (Rahman N et al, JMG 2018; Colombo N et al, JCO 2018). 
Description and objectives 
Given these preliminary observations, our goal is to evaluate the feasibility of an oncologist-driven algorithm for the diagnosis of LS 
(“mainstreaming”). Our multidisciplinary project will involve oncologists, pathologists, molecular biologists, and geneticists in order 
to make LS diagnosis as universal and simple as possible. We will create a wide Italian network of Centers performing IHC analysis 
of MMR deficiency in all stage I-IV CRC cases (LS universal screening) and that work together with a Medical Genetic Unit. In all of 
these Centers, BRAF status and MLH1 hypermethylation will be implemented in every MLH1 deficient patient. The evaluation will 
be carried out automatically in all MLH1 deficient patients (“reflex testing”), in order to spare genetic counseling to patients with a 
sporadic MMR deficiency.  
All patients with either MLH1 deficiency, BRAF wt and non-hypermethylated MLH1, or with a deficit of one of the proteins encoded 
by the other three MMR genes (MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), will receive an addendum to their histologic examination bearing a “Lynch 
alert”. The “Lynch alert” will warn the oncologist about the augmented LS risk in comparison with the general population. The 
oncologist will ask the patient for consent to genetic testing, briefly explaining the risks, benefits, possible results and their 
implications. If the patient consents, a blood sample for genetic testing will be drawn to search for constitutive variants of the 
MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 genes. The blood sample will be analyzed in the local Medical Genetics Lab, and they will send the 
results back to the treating oncologist. In this way, we will avoid referring all MMRd patients to genetic counseling. In case of a 
constitutive variant in one of the MMR genes, the oncologist will refer the patient to genetic counseling.  
Every patient: a) MMR proficient, b) not eligible for genetic testing (MMRd with a MLH1 deficiency and a BRAF mutation or MLH1 
hypermethylation) or c) with a negative genetic test, will be considered a likely sporadic CRC case. Nevertheless, to exclude the 
presence of a hereditary syndrome, every patient will be administered a questionnaire on his/her cancer family history by the 
oncologist. If a hereditary syndrome is suspected, the patient will be referred to genetic counseling.  
The project will prospectively enroll patients in Italian Centers for 48 months.  
Most of the Oncology Units included in this study are part of the GISCAD Foundation (www.giscad.org), a collaborative group 
devoted to clinical cancer research in GI cancers.  
 
Primary objectives: 
- To increase the frequency of diagnosis of LS and the identification of probands. 
- To optimize the mainstreaming diagnostic algorithm for LS and the evaluate its feasibility 
- To reduce pressure on specialist genetics services 
- To increase oncologists’ awareness of the importance of diagnosing LS and their adherence to international guidelines. 
 
Secondary objectives: 
- To extend use of the diagnostic algorithm for LS nation-wide, extending universal screening to all Pathology units and centralizing 
“reflex testing” in each region, creating a wide and robust network of Oncology Units, together with Pathology, Genetics and 
Molecular Biology Units.  
- To analyze the social and health-related advantages of identifying CRC patients who are affected by LS s and reducing in CCR- and 
LS spectrum-related morbidity and mortality. 
- To increase the number of at-risk relatives of patients with LS who are enrolled in targeted screening and prevention programs. 
 



Methods 
All consecutive CRC patients referred to the Oncology Units included in this study will undergo the following diagnostic algorithm: 
- Immunohistochemistry diagnosis of dMMR CRC cases;  
- Oncologist-led genetic testing via blood sample of all MSH2, MSH6, PMS2 loss cases, upon signed ‘ad hoc’ informed consent; 
- Evaluation of BRAF mutation (through molecular biology, NGS and/or IHC) in dMMR cases due to MLH1 loss; 
- Evaluation of the MLH1 promoter hypermethylation in all MMRd cases due to MLH1 loss and BRAF wild type. The non-
hypermethylated cases will undergo the oncologist-led genetic testing, upon signed ‘ad hoc’ informed consent 
- Evaluation of family history through an “ad hoc” questionnaire in all patients. 
Given the complexity of the selection criteria for genetic testing, the Oncologist will be helped by: 
1. Implementation of the “reflex testing”, which is the automatic evaluation of BRAF mutation and MLH1 promoter 
hypermethylation in all dMMR cases due to MLH1 loss; 
2. A “Lynch alert”, added to the pathology report to warn about the augmented LS risk (in case of dMMR with MLH1 loss, BRAF WT 
and without MLH1 promoter hypermethylation, or in dMMR cases due to MSH2, MSH6 o PMS2 loss. 
The blood sample withdrawn in the oncology department will be sent to the referral Genetic Unit Lab. In case of a positive test, the 
Geneticist will communicate the result to the Oncologist, who will refer the patient to genetic counseling. 
A satisfaction questionnaire for patients and health professionals involved I the “mainstreaming” will be filled out at the end of the 
diagnostic process. 
Expected Results 
From a preliminary survey among approximately 130 GISCAD and AIFEG Italian Centers where gastro-intestinal cancers are treated, 
46 have showed interest in participating in the project, and 23 have already implemented Universal Testing for LS through IHC as 
their standard procedure The patients diagnosed with CRC in these centers are about 7000 per year, of whom we expect to find 
about a 15% of dMMR cases. 
Among these dMMR patients, about 80% will present MLH1 loss (vs 20% of cases with MSH2, MSH6 and PMS2 loss), with BRAF 
wild-type in approximately 40% of them. 
Of these, about 40% will not present MLH1 promoter hypermethylation and thus will be eligible for genetic testing, as well as the 
patients with loss of MSH2, MSH6 and PMS2 (Adar et al, Modern Pathology 2017; Sciallero et al, JCO suppl. 2019). 
Therefore, overall 1/3 of dMMR patients will undergo Oncology-driven blood sample for genetic testing (about 5% of all CRC 
patients). Around half of them are expected to have a positive genetic testing and will be referred to genetic counseling (about 2 to 
3% of all CRC patients). 
genetic counseling will then provide information about the syndrome and all consecutive implications in terms of surveillance for 
the patient and his/her relatives. 
Considering the prevalence of 3% of LS in all CRC patients, we expect to find about 210 cases/year, given a 100% compliance to the 
algorithm. 
Innovative aspects 
Although the Universal Screening for LS has been suggested for the first time in 2009 (EGAPP, GenMed 2009), LS is still largely 
underdiagnosed. It has been estimated that nearly 1 million individuals in US have LS, but only 2% are aware of their diagnosis 
(Kastrinos et al, JCO 2017).  
The identification of LS patients (probands) will benefit:  
1) the probands, as they will undergo specific surveillance follow-up for the early-diagnosis of secondary tumors; 
2) probands’ relatives that, if positive to the genetic test for LS, will undergo “ad hoc” surveillance for the early diagnosis of tumors 
or specific prophylactic procedures (i.e., surgery) for LS. 
Indeed, Universal Screening has been shown to be cost-effective (NICE 2017) and it has been classified by the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) as one of the highest-tier programme in terms of reduction of mortality, morbidity and improvement of quality of 
life. Also, Universal Screening is recommended by several international scientific societies, such as ASCO, NICE, National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), Healthy People 2020 Initiative and AIOM 2019. 
   The demonstration of the feasibility and the efficacy of our oncologist-led diagnostic algorithm in high-volume cancer centers, will 
allow the future extension of such a program in all Italian centers. 
  “Mainstreaming” is an innovative model of LS diagnosis. In addition to the benefits granted by the Universal Screening, the 
implementation of the “mainstreaming” may have a strong positive impact in terms of: 
a. improving the diagnosis of LS 
b. cost-efficacy 
c. reduction of the workload and waiting list in the Genetics Units  
d. Oncologist compliance with international guidelines 
 
Ethical considerations 
Identifying the subset of CRC patients who are affected by LS through an oncologist-led diagnostic process, may be associated with 
ethical issues having to do with 
- informed consent 
- the right to know 
- the right not to know  
- communication of risk information to family members 
An Ethics Advisor with specific expertise in cancer genetics will participate in the project to analyze the issues at hand and propose 
an ethically appropriate approach, including preparing ad hoc consent materials. 




